Abstract. We present a continuum theory which predicts the steady state propagation of cracks. The theory overcomes the usual problem of a finite time cusp singularity of the Grinfeld instability by the inclusion of elastodynamic effects which restore selection of the steady state tip radius and velocity. We developed a sharp interface method and a phase field approach to investigate the model. The simulations confirm analytical predictions for fast crack propagation.
Introduction
Obviously, fracture is an frequent phenomenon of high importance in many applications, and therefore a detailed understanding of the underlying processes is highly desirable and a major challenge for solid state physics and materials science. Based on the work of Griffith [1] , crack growth is understood as a competition between a release of elastic energy and an increase of surface energy. During the past century, various approaches have been developed to describe the striking features of cracks [2] . Although empirical descriptions may effectively describe fracture with sufficient accuracy in many cases, there is still a lack of a profound physical understanding of the underlying dynamical processes, since the equations of motion for the crack surfaces are still unknown. Often, the motion of cracks is understood on the level of breaking bonds at sharp tips, and obviously theoretical predictions depend sensitively on the underlying interatomic potentials (see for example [3] ). Also, it is difficult to make analytical predictions e.g. for crack branching processes for singular tips. On the other hand, if plasticity is relevant, the crack tips are extended (finite tip radius 0 r ), and it is conceivable that for example fracture in gels can be described macroscopically. Then a full modeling of fracture should not only determine the crack speed but also the crack shape self-consistently. In the past years, there has been noticeable progress in developing fracture models using phase field descriptions, which qualitatively predict many important phenomena [4, 5, 6] . However, the scale of the appearing patterns is always dictated by the phase field interface width, and thus these models have problems in the sharp interface limit. Other descriptions suffer from inherent finite time singularities and therefore cannot describe a steady-state growth of cracks [7] . The seek for minimal models of fracture which are free from microscopic details is also motivated by experimental results showing that many features of crack growth are rather generic [8] ; among them is the saturation of the steady state velocity appreciably below the Rayleigh speed and a tip splitting for high applied tensions. Already in our previous publications [9, 10] we emphasized a deep connection between fracture mechanics and elastically induced surface diffusion or phase transition processes by the Asaro-Tiller-Grinfeld (ATG) instability [11] . It states that the energy of a uniaxially stressed solid can be reduced by developing morphological perturbations of a solid surface, finally leading to fast propagating notches looking similar to cracks. Here, we investigate this process in more detail.
Model Equations
The difference in the chemical potentials between two phases at an interface is [12] , 2 (1) provided that the soft phase is stress free because of negligible elastic moduli. We assume for simplicity the mass density ρ to be equal in both phases and the elastic displacements to be continuous at the interface, which means that the two phases are coherent. Also, we assume a two-dimensional geometry. The interfacial energy per unit area isγ , and the interface curvature κ is positive if the crack shape is convex. Ω is the atomic volume, ik σ and ik ε stress and strain tensor respectively. They are connected by Hooke's law for isotropic elasticity, 
It is known that nonhydrostatic stresses P at a nominally flat interface lead to the ATG instability: Long-wave perturbations of a flat interface diminish the total energy of the system, whereas short-wave perturbations are hampered by surface energy. This instability leads to an unphysical finite time cusp singularity in the framework of the static theory of elasticity: The tip radius decreases to zero and simultaneously the tip velocity grows indefinitely. As we have shown [9, 10] , the inclusion of dynamical elasticity cures this problem, and a steady state growth of cracks becomes possible. Then, the advancing notches can be interpreted as cracks. Notice that in this minimum model of fracture the dimensionless driving force
is the only adjustable parameter, with K being the static stress intensity factor; 1 = ∆ corresponds to the Griffith point. A tip splitting is possible for high applied tensions due to a secondary ATG instability: Since 
Sharp Interface Description
The elastic problem of a semi-infinite mathematical cut in an infinite (two-dimensional) solid is exactly solved by a square root singularity of stresses,
, using polar coordinates. Here, K is the stress intensity factor (static or dynamic), 0 , ij f the universal angular distribution depending only on the mode of loading (for brevity, we suppress the velocity dependence R v v / ; R v is the Rayleigh speed); we concentrate on cracks of "mode I"-type here. For an extended crack in an infinite environment, the square root singularity is only the slowest decaying mode; other powers can be present, and the total field can be interpreted as an expansion in the set of eigenfunctions of a straight crack: , whereas the other coefficients n A are determined by the boundary conditions of vanishing shear and normal stress on the crack; modes with ascending powers of r are forbidden by boundary conditions, and even a homogeneous stress P cannot be present in an infinite system (divergent strip width L), because this would lead to a diverging stress intensity factor 2 / 1 PL K . All higher order corrections in Eq. 3 scale as n n r A 0 and vanish in the sharp tip limit. Numerically, the determination of the expansion coefficients is a linear problem for a given crack shape (with extended tip) and propagation velocity. We succeeded to find a valid steady state shape and velocities appreciably below the Rayleigh speed by iterative improvement of the initially guessed crack contour [13] . A self-consistent solution which obeys the equations of motion in the steady-state regime is shown in Fig. 1 . Notice that by construction this sharp interface method can describe only steady state situations; the tip splitting regime is indicated by a negative tip curvature.
Phase Field Modeling
We developed a phase field code together with elastodynamics to describe phase transformations under stress. In the limit of vanishing shear modulus in one of the phases, this approach can be used to study melting and solidification processes which are induced by elastic forces [7] . For a very soft secondary phase, crack propagation can be studied in the framework of a continuum theory, since then for the elastic energy, with the local elastic constants is the double well potential. Thus the total potential energy is
The elastodynamic equations are derived from the energy by the variation with respect to the displacements i u ,
and the dissipative phase fields dynamics follows from
These equations lead in the limit 0 → ξ to the correct sharp interface limit, as described by Eqs. 1 and 2. For the case of static elasticity, this was carefully proved in [7] . We study crack growth in a rectangular geometry of a strip with fixed displacements at its upper and lower boundary. The grid can be shifted horizontally in order to keep the crack tip always in the center of the system. Thus, crack growth can be studied over long times in relatively small systems. Typical dimensions used here are 600x200 grid points, the phase field interface width is . The elastic constants in the soft phase can be set to zero.
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Close to the Griffith point, the tip scale is not set by , using the phase field method. Time, tip position, velocity and radius are given in numerical units, and the grey shading indicates the propagation of sound waves.
